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Nursing Trouble - Teaching Vocabulary via an Authentic Reading 

Passage 

 

 

Level: intermediate, upper-intermediate 

 

Aims: practicing reading skills 

• inferencing, reading for specific information (scanning) 

• activating and learning health care and media related vocabulary  

Note: Generally it is better for the learners to focus only on one area of vocabulary during one lesson. 

However, it is justified to activate and/or develop health care as well as media related vocabulary in the 

lesson described below since the subject of the lesson and the text is a health care related affair covered in 

the media. Both “fields” of vocabulary appear throughout the text. 

 

Age of the learners: adults preferably; also “older“ teenagers  

Materials: an article Nursing Trouble from New Warsaw Express 

 

I. The pre-reading stage  

 

Brainstorming for ideas so that the learners can activate their knowledge of the topic: 

• Have you ever heard of any scandals connected with health care described on TV/radio/in 

newspapers? 

 

II. The reading stage 

 

1. The learners read an authentic article entitled Nursing Trouble (APPENDIX 1). While 

reading, the learners are told to infer the meaning of the words from the context. 

2. The learners complete a True/False reading comprehension task (Exercise 1), which tests 

inferencing as well as reading for specific information (APPENDIX 2). 

3. The teacher distributes handouts with Exercise 2, 3, 4 (APPENDIX 3). 

• Exercise 2: The learners are told to provide definitions of some of the words from the 

text. The teacher provides a feedback to the exercise.  

• Exercise 3: The learners are asked to write Polish translations of (mainly) abstract nouns 

from the text. The teacher provides feedback. 
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• Exercise 4: The learners match the words from the text that “go together” (collocations). 

The teacher provides feedback. The learners are asked to write their own sentences using 

four collocations from the exercise. Volunteers read out their sentences. The teacher 

provides feedback. 

 

III. The follow-up stage 

 

The teacher encourages a discussion by asking about the learners’ opinion: 

• Do you think the nurses are guilty? What kind of punishment should they get? 

• Have you heard/read in the media any other details concerning this case?  

• What can be done to prevent such situations in the future? 

 

 

� During the next lesson learners are provided with the copies of the text, yet this time certain 

lexical items (the ones that were presented in Exercises 2, 3, 4 ) are taken out (APPENDIX 4). 

The learners are asked to fill in the gaps.  
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APPENDIX 1 

 
 
 

Nursing Trouble 

 

The death of a premature-birth baby complicated the “snapshot scandal” at a Silesian 

hospital this week, raising the prospect the two nurses involved may face charges of manslaughter.  

The two nurses’ snapshots of games with critically ill babies at the hospital drew public 

outrage in early October and left both sacked and facing charges of endangering the lives of the 

children after a sensational series of articles in national dailies and TV news.  

However, an initial analysis of the pictures the nurses took now suggests that one of the 

babies was Mateusz Krawczyk – who died this week. “For now I believe that it was not because of 

these women,” mother Barbara Krawczyk told media this week. “I prefer the version that my child 

was simply badly ill. It’s easier that way for me to understand his death. ” 

The pictures showed the two nurses grinning playfully in poses with premature babies 

pulled from incubators and still attached to intravenous drips and monitors by wires. The Fakt 

tabloid described how the pair, led by nurse Bozena K., had their fun during nightshifts after the 

parents were told they could not touch the babies for fear of infection. 

As the story hit the headlines and drew wider coverage, families of parents with kids at the 

hospital expressed dismay. Doctors and managers at the hospital offered little defence and could 

only move to fire the two nurses. 

Childcare and maternity wards in Poland have undergone a revolution since the mid-1990s 

when a sustained media campaign demanded hospitals treat patients “like people”. But standards of 

care, wages, waiting lists and staff attitudes in many clinics remain stuck deep in the communist 

era. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steven Muller 

New Warsaw Express October 28, 2005, issue 48 (168) 
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APPENDIX 2 

 
 

Exercise 1 

Are the following sentences True or False? 

 

1. One of the babies died because the two nurses took some pictures of the boy. 

2. The nurses played with premature babies hence will be accused of manslaughter. 

3. The mother of the dead boy said she had already forgiven the two nurses. 

4. The nurses played with children at night. 

5. The parents of the babies had told the nurses not to touch the babies but they did not 

listen. 

6. The two nurses eventually lost their jobs. 

7. Childcare and maternity wards have offered better health care since 1990s. 

8. The story was described on TV and in many newspapers. 
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APPENDIX 3 

 

Exercise 2 

Write definitions of the following words: 

 

intravenous drip 

 

tabloid 

 

maternity ward 

 

snapshot 

 

Exercise 3 

Write Polish translations of the following words: 

 

outrage 

 

dismay 

 

coverage 

 

premature 

 

Exercise 4 

• Fill in the appropriate words from the list below. 

face, endanger, hit, express, critically, draw, premature, undergo, maternity/childcare 

 

………………….coverage ………………….baby ………………….revolution 

………………….headlines ………………….life ………………….dismay   

………………….ward ………………….ill …………………charges 

 

• Write four sentences using the above collocations. 
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APPENDIX 4 

 

 
Fill in the gaps. 

 

Nursing Trouble 

from 

New Warsaw Express October 28, 2005, issue 48 (168) 

 

The death of a premature-birth baby complicated the “………….. scandal” at a Silesian 

hospital this week, raising the prospect the two nurses involved may ……………… charges of 

……………… .  

The two nurses’ snapshots of games with …………… ill babies at the hospital drew public 

………… in early October and left both ………………… and facing charges of 

……………………. the lives of the children after a sensational series of articles in national dailies 

and TV news.  

However, an initial analysis of the pictures the nurses took now suggests that one of the 

babies was Mateusz Krawczyk – who died this week. “For now I believe that it was not because of 

these women,” mother Barbara Krawczyk told media this week. “I prefer the version that my child 

was simply badly ill. It’s easier that way for me to understand his death” 

The pictures showed the two nurses grinning playfully in poses with ………………… 

babies pulled from incubators and still attached to ……………………  ………………… and 

monitors by wires. The Fakt …………….. described how the pair, led by nurse Bozena K., having 

their fun during nightshifts after the parents were told they could not touch the babies for fear of 

infection. 

As the story ………….. the headlines and drew wider ………………….., families of 

parents with kids at the hospital ……………………. dismay. Doctors and managers at the hospital 

offered little defence and could only move to fire the two nurses. 

Childcare and maternity ……………. in Poland have …………………… a revolution since 

the mid-1990s when a sustained media campaign demanded hospitals treat patients “like people”. 

But standards of care, wages, waiting lists and staff attitudes in many clinics remain stuck deep in 

the communist era. 

Steven Muller 

New Warsaw Express October 28, 2005, issue 48 (168) 


